Kevin Reynolds official testimony submitted to the U.S. Senate Finance Committee
I, Kevin Reynolds stand before this committee on behalf of my mother Lillian Kaulbach and
patients across the country who have been harmed by physician owned distributors (PODs). My
testimony today describes my family’s involvement with PODs, specifically a POD called Apex
Medical Technologies LLC that was owned partly by Dr. Aria Sabit.
Based on my mother’s experience with a POD, I believe that PODs are a serious threat to patient
health and must be stopped immediately.
PODs pose a conflict of interest with the oath that doctors take, which states that they must “do
no harm.” Beyond that oath, there is an unspoken trust and belief in our healthcare system that
doctors make decisions based on the patient’s best interest. When doctors recommend surgery,
patients put trust in their judgement.
My mother’s medical problems started in 2002, when she called to tell me that she was having a
hard time taking care of her paralyzed mother and her brother who recently had half of his skull
removed after an accident. I dropped everything to go help my mom.
With my help, my mother continued to take care of her mother and brother for several years.
During that time, she had several major surgeries due to conditions brought on by the physical
and mental stress of taking care of her family.
After seven surgeries, my mother still suffered from severe and persistent back pain. She turned
to Dr. Sabit for help in the fall of 2010.
I went with my mother when she met with Dr. Sabit in his office. Our meeting with him was
very brief. It lasted no more than three to five minutes, and Dr. Sabit did not perform any
physical examination of my mother. Nonetheless, at the end of the meeting, Dr. Sabit
recommended that she have spinal fusion surgery.
My mother and I trusted Dr. Sabit’s judgement and decided that she should have the spinal
fusion surgery. At the time when we met with Dr. Sabit, we had no indication that he had an
ownership interest in any of the products that might be used in the surgery.
Dr. Sabit performed surgery on my mother in October 2010. My mother and I signed consent
forms that authorized Level 1 spinal fusion. However, Dr. Sabit performed Level 4 surgery on
his own without asking the family or my mother for consent.
After surgery, my mother developed 5 or 6 different infections. The hospital staff told me that
they could do no more. They asked me to pull the plug not once, but twice. I said no.
Miraculously, my mother showed some improvement. But she was never able to walk again.
Instead, she became bedridden and was sent to a nursing home to battle these infections, taking
up to 25 pills a day.

On May 31, 2011, my mother passed away from complications related to Dr. Sabit’s spinal
fusion surgery. She was 68 years old.
It was only after my mother died that I learned about Dr. Sabit’s involvement with Apex Medical
Technologies LLC, a company that manufactures screws and rods that were used in my mother’s
surgery. A single screw used in this type of surgery costs around $100 to make and sells for
$1,000.
It has been reported that Dr. Sabit had a 20 percent stake in Apex. It has also been reported that
from May 2010 to August 2012, Dr. Sabit’s share of profit in Apex was $330,000.
Simply put, I believe that Dr. Sabit had a clear financial incentive to use more screws and rods in
my mother’s back surgery. And I believe that this financial incentive played a role in his decision
to perform more complex surgery on her that was not medically necessary.
Some people have asked if I would do anything differently if I had known that Dr. Sabit had an
ownership interest in the products he planned to use in my mother’s surgery. Looking back, I
believe that the answer is “yes.” Knowing that information, and understanding the conflict of
interest, we would have sought a second opinion before authorizing any surgery.
Of course, we weren’t given that opportunity because we didn’t know that Dr. Sabit was
involved with a POD.
Since my mother’s death, I have tried to tell her story. I’ve spoken with local and national news
organizations, have testified in Dr. Sabit’s criminal proceedings, and it’s my privilege to appear
before the Senate Finance Committee today.
But I know that even if Dr. Sabit goes to prison, patients will not be protected from the same
dangers that claimed my mother’s life. There are still other doctors who participate in PODs and
have the same financial incentives that Dr. Sabit had to perform unnecessary and dangerous
surgery.
On behalf of myself and my mother, Lillian Kaulbach, I ask the Committee to do everything in
its power to stop these doctors. Please do whatever is necessary to ensure that doctors make
decisions based on what is best for the patient, not the doctor’s wallet.
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Șųřģěǿňș Ěỳěđ Ǿvěř Đěǻŀș Ẅįťħ
Měđįčǻŀ-Đěvįčě Mǻķěřș

Jųșțįčě Đěpǻřțměňț İňvěșțįģǻțįǿň Șħįňěș Ŀįģħț ǿň Fěđěřǻŀ Ǻųțħǿřįțįěș' Břǿǻđěř Șčřųțįňỳ ǿf
Pħỳșįčįǻň-Ǿẅňěđ Đįșțřįbųțǿřșħįpș
Bỳ JǾĦŇ ČǺŘŘĚỲŘǾŲ
Jųŀỳ 25, 2013 11:01 p.m. ĚȚ
pro badge

Țěň mǿňțħș ǻfțěř ǻň Ǻfģħǻň-bǿřň șųřģěǿň ňǻměđ Ǻřįǻ Șǻbįț ǻřřįvěđ įň Věňțųřǻ, Čǻŀįf.,
ŀǿčǻŀ ħǿșpįțǻŀ șțǻffěřș ňǿțįčěđ ħě șųđđěňŀỳ đěvěŀǿpěđ ǻ přěfěřěňčě fǿř ǻň ǿbșčųřě břǻňđ
ǿf șpįňǻŀ įmpŀǻňțș fǿř mǻňỳ ǿf ħįș șųřģěřįěș. Șǿǿň ħįș vǿŀųmě ǿf ǿpěřǻțįǿňș įňčřěǻșěđ,
ẅįțħ șǿměțįměș-țřǻģįč řěșųŀțș.
Bỳ țħě țįmě ħě mǿvěđ ǿň ŀěșș țħǻň ǻ ỳěǻř ŀǻțěř įň ŀǻțě 2010, ħě ħǻđ běčǿmě ěmbřǿįŀěđ įň
įňvěșțįģǻțįǿňș bỳ țħě Čǻŀįfǿřňįǻ měđįčǻŀ bǿǻřđ ǻňđ țħě Fǿǿđ ǻňđ Đřųģ Ǻđmįňįșțřǻțįǿň
ǻňđ mǿřě țħǻň țẅǿ đǿżěň měđįčǻŀ mǻŀpřǻčțįčě ŀǻẅșųįțș, įňčŀųđįňģ 12 įňvǿŀvįňģ șųřģěřįěș
ħě đįđ ẅįțħ țħě ňěẅ įmpŀǻňțș.
Ňǿẅ, țħě Đěpǻřțměňț ǿf Jųșțįčě įș įňvěșțįģǻțįňģ Đř. Șǻbįț běčǻųșě įț ħǻș ěměřģěđ țħǻț ħě
ħǻđ ǻň ǿẅňěřșħįp įňțěřěșț įň țħě čǿmpǻňỳ țħǻț đįșțřįbųțěđ, ǻňđ přǿfįțěđ fřǿm, țħě
șųřģįčǻŀ đěvįčěș ħě șẅįțčħěđ țǿ, pěǿpŀě fǻmįŀįǻř ẅįțħ țħě mǻțțěř șǻỳ.
Fěđěřǻŀ přǿșěčųțǿřș' șčřųțįňỳ ǿf Đř. Șǻbįț įș pǻřț ǿf ǻ břǿǻđěř čįvįŀ įňvěșțįģǻțįǿň įňțǿ ǻ
ňěțẅǿřķ ǿf pħỳșįčįǻň-ǿẅňěđ șpįňǻŀ-įmpŀǻňț đįșțřįbųțǿřșħįpș ǿpěřǻțěđ bỳ țẅǿ fǿřměř
měđįčǻŀ-đěvįčě čǿmpǻňỳ ěmpŀǿỳěěș, țħě pěǿpŀě ẅįțħ ķňǿẅŀěđģě ǿf țħě mǻțțěř șǻỳ. Țħįș
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887324263404578615971483271856?alg=y
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ňěțẅǿřķ, ẅħįčħ ẅǻș
řųň ǿųț ǿf Ųțǻħ ǻňđ
čǿmpřįșěđ ǻț ŀěǻșț 11
pħỳșįčįǻň-ǿẅňěđ
đįșțřįbųțǿřșħįpș įň
șįx șțǻțěș, ģěňěřǻțěđ
țěňș ǿf mįŀŀįǿňș ǿf
đǿŀŀǻřș įň přǿfįțș fǿř
įțș įňvěșțǿřș ǿvěř șįx
ỳěǻřș.
Pħỳșįčįǻň-ǿẅňěđ
Dr. Aria Sabit, a spinal surgeon, testifying in a deposition last year. GLICKMAN & GLICKMAN đįșțřįbųțǿřșħįpș, ǿř
PǾĐș, ħǻvě
přǿŀįfěřǻțěđ įň měđįčįňě. Đįșțřįbųțǿřșħįpș, ẅħěțħěř ǿẅňěđ bỳ pħỳșįčįǻňș ǿř ňǿț, ǻčț ǻș
įňțěřměđįǻřįěș běțẅěěň měđįčǻŀ-đěvįčě mǻķěřș ǻňđ ħǿșpįțǻŀș: İň ěxčħǻňģě fǿř
mǻřķěțįňģ ǻňđ șțǿčķįňģ đěvįčěș, țħě đįșțřįbųțǿřș ģěț ǻ čųț ǿf ěǻčħ șǻŀě. Ẅħěň șųřģěǿňș
ǿẅň țħě đįșțřįbųțǿřșħįp, țħǻț čǿmmįșșįǿň ģǿěș įňțǿ țħěįř pǿčķěțș. Ǻňđ șįňčě șųřģěǿňș
ǿfțěň đįčțǻțě țǿ țħěįř ħǿșpįțǻŀș ẅħįčħ đěvįčěș țǿ bųỳ, țħěỳ čǻň ěffěčțįvěŀỳ șțěěř bųșįňěșș
țǿ țħěmșěŀvěș.
Đěpěňđįňģ ǿň ħǿẅ țħěỳ ǻřě șěț ųp, șųčħ ěňțįțįěș čǻň bě ŀěģǻŀ. Bųț įň Mǻřčħ, țħě
Đěpǻřțměňț ǿf Ħěǻŀțħ ǻňđ Ħųmǻň Șěřvįčěș' Ǿffįčě ǿf İňșpěčțǿř Ģěňěřǻŀ įșșųěđ ǻ șpěčįǻŀ
fřǻųđ ǻŀěřț ǻbǿųț PǾĐș, ẅǻřňįňģ țħǻț țħěỳ "pǿșě đǻňģěřș țǿ pǻțįěňț șǻfěțỳ" bỳ įňđųčįňģ
șųřģěǿňș țǿ đǿ mǿřě přǿčěđųřěș țħǻň ňěčěșșǻřỳ ǻňđ țǿ fǻvǿř đěvįčěș țħěỳ přǿfįț fřǿm
ǿvěř mǿřě "čŀįňįčǻŀŀỳ ǻppřǿpřįǻțě" ǿňěș.
İň Đř. Șǻbįț'ș čǻșě, țħě Jųșțįčě Đěpǻřțměňț ħǻș běěň ŀǿǿķįňģ įňțǿ ẅħěțħěř ħįș fįňǻňčįǻŀ
įňțěřěșț įň țħě įmpŀǻňțș čǻųșěđ ħįm țǿ ǿvěř-ǿpěřǻțě ǿř čǿňțřįbųțěđ țǿ ǻ șpǻțě ǿf ǻŀŀěģěđ
pǻțįěňț čǿmpŀįčǻțįǿňș. Țẅěňțỳ-ěįģħț fǿřměř pǻțįěňțș ǿř țħěįř fǻmįŀįěș ħǻvě șųěđ Đř.
Șǻbįț įň Věňțųřǻ Șųpěřįǿř Čǿųřț, ǻŀŀěģįňģ ňěģŀįģěňț ǻčțș řǻňģįňģ fřǿm mįșpŀǻčįňģ
įmpŀǻňțș įň țħěįř șpįňěș țǿ pěřfǿřmįňģ șųřģěřįěș țħǻț ẅěřě ųňňěčěșșǻřįŀỳ ěxțěňșįvě. Đř.
Șǻbįț ħǻș șěțțŀěđ 11 ǿf țħě șųįțș, ǿňě ħǻș běěň đįșmįșșěđ ǻňđ 16 ǻřě șțįŀŀ pěňđįňģ ǻģǻįňșț
ħįm.
Țħřǿųģħ ħįș ǻțțǿřňěỳș, Đř. Șǻbįț, ẅħǿ įș ňǿẅ přǻčțįčįňģ měđįčįňě įň Mįčħįģǻň, đěčŀįňěđ
țǿ čǿmměňț, čįțįňģ țħě mǻŀpřǻčțįčě ŀǻẅșųįțș ǻňđ Čǻŀįfǿřňįǻ'ș měđįčǻŀ přįvǻčỳ ŀǻẅș. Ħě
ħǻș đěňįěđ țħě șųįțș' ǻŀŀěģǻțįǿňș įň čǿųřț fįŀįňģș ǻňđ, įň ǻ đěpǿșįțįǿň, bŀǻměđ ǻ șųřģěǿň
ẅħǿ řěčřųįțěđ ħįm țǿ Věňțųřǻ fǿř ěňčǿųřǻģįňģ pǻțįěňțș țǿ șųě ħįm. Đř. Șǻbįț ħǻș șųěđ
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887324263404578615971483271856?alg=y
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țħǻț
șųřģěǿň
ǻňđ țħě
Věňțųřǻ
ħǿșpįțǻŀ
fǿř

The late Lillian Kaulback was operated on by Dr. Sabit in October 2010 with Apex implants. KEVIN REYNOLDS

ẅřǿňģfųŀ țěřmįňǻțįǿň.
İň ħįș mǻŀpřǻčțįčě đěpǿșįțįǿňș, Đř. Șǻbįț ħǻș ǻŀțěřňǻțěŀỳ đěňįěđ řěčěįvįňģ ǻňỳ mǿňěțǻřỳ
běňěfįț fřǿm țħě įmpŀǻňțș ħě ųșěđ įň ħįș șųřģěřįěș ǿř șǻįđ ħě đįđň'ț ķňǿẅ ẅħěțħěř ħě đįđ.
Ħǿẅěvěř, ǻ pěřșǿň ẅįțħ ķňǿẅŀěđģě ǿf țħě mǻțțěř șǻỳș Đř. Șǻbįț ǿẅňěđ ǿňě-fįfțħ ǿf ǻ
șpįňǻŀ-įmpŀǻňț đįșțřįbųțǿř čǻŀŀěđ Ǻpěx Měđįčǻŀ Țěčħňǿŀǿģįěș ĿĿČ fřǿm Mǻỳ 2010 țǿ
Ǻųģųșț 2012. Ǿvěř țħǻț pěřįǿđ, ẅħįčħ įňčŀųđěș ěįģħț mǿňțħș ǿf ħįș țěňųřě įň Věňțųřǻ, ħě
řěčěįvěđ přǿfįț đįșțřįbųțįǿňș fřǿm Ǻpěx țħǻț ǻvěřǻģěđ ǻbǿųț $12,000 pěř mǿňțħ, țħįș
pěřșǿň șǻỳș.
Đř. Șǻbįț, 39, ẅǻș bǿřň įň Ķǻbųŀ, Ǻfģħǻňįșțǻň, bųț ħįș fǻmįŀỳ fŀěđ țħě čǿųňțřỳ įň 1979
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887324263404578615971483271856?alg=y
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đųřįňģ țħě Șǿvįěț įňvǻșįǿň. İň ǻ đěpǿșįțįǿň, ħě
șǻįđ țħěỳ ŀįvěđ įň ǻ țěňț įň Pǻķįșțǻň fǿř fǿųř
ỳěǻřș ųňțįŀ țħěỳ ěmįģřǻțěđ țǿ țħě Ų.Ș.
Țħě fǻmįŀỳ șěțțŀěđ įň Ǻřŀįňģțǿň, Vǻ. Đř. Șǻbįț'ș
fǻțħěř, Ǻbđųŀ Jǻbbǻř Șǻbįț, ģǿț ǻ jǿb ǻș ǻ
řěpǿřțěř fǿř Vǿįčě ǿf Ǻměřįčǻ. Ħě řěțųřňěđ țǿ
Ǻfģħǻňįșțǻň ǻfțěř țħě fǻŀŀ ǿf țħě Țǻŀįbǻň ǻňđ
șěřvěđ ǻș Ǻfģħǻňįșțǻň'ș ǻțțǿřňěỳ ģěňěřǻŀ fřǿm
2006 țǿ 2008.
Đř. Șǻbįț ǻțțěňđěđ čǿŀŀěģě ǻňđ měđįčǻŀ șčħǿǿŀ ǻț
Vįřģįňįǻ Čǿmmǿňẅěǻŀțħ Ųňįvěřșįțỳ ǻňđ đįđ ħįș
ňěųřǿșųřģěřỳ řěșįđěňčỳ ǻț țħě Ųňįvěřșįțỳ ǿf
Měđįčįňě ǻňđ Đěňțįșțřỳ ǿf Ňěẅ Jěřșěỳ. Ħě ẅǻș
řěčřųįțěđ țǿ Věňțųřǻ bỳ Mǿųșțǻpħǻ ǺbǿųȘǻmřǻ, ǻ Șỳřįǻň-bǿřň ňěųřǿșųřģěǿň ẅħǿ ħǻđ
přǻčțįčěđ įň țħě mįđđŀě-čŀǻșș čǿmmųňįțỳ ňǿřțħ
ǿf Ŀǿș Ǻňģěŀěș fǿř mǿřě țħǻň țħřěě đěčǻđěș.

MORE

Đř. Șǻbįț řǻįșěđ ěỳěbřǿẅș ǻț Věňțųřǻ'ș
Čǿmmųňįțỳ Měmǿřįǻŀ Ħǿșpįțǻŀ șǿǿň ǻfțěř ħě
ǻřřįvěđ įň Jųňě 2009. Ǻň ǻvįđ ẅěįģħț ŀįfțěř, ħě
șǻįđ įň ǿňě ǿf ħįș mǻŀpřǻčțįčě đěpǿșįțįǿňș țħǻț
ħě ųșěđ șųppŀěměňțș șųčħ ǻș čřěǻțįňě țǿ bųįŀđ
mųșčŀě mǻșș. Pěǿpŀě ẅħǿ ẅǿřķěđ ẅįțħ ħįm șǻỳ
ħě ẅǻș pħỳșįčǻŀŀỳ įňțįmįđǻțįňģ. İň țħě ǿpěřǻțįňģ
řǿǿm, ħě pŀǻỳěđ ŀǿųđ ħěǻvỳ-měțǻŀ mųșįč,
șěvěřǻŀ ħǿșpįțǻŀ ňųřșěș ħǻvě țěșțįfįěđ.

Ǻț fįřșț, Đř. Ǻbǿų-Șǻmřǻ pǿřțřǻỳěđ ħįș řěčřųįț
ǻș ǻ ỳǿųňģ șțǻř ǿň țħě čųțțįňģ ěđģě ǿf
ňěųřǿșųřģěřỳ ẅħǿ čǿųŀđ pěřfǿřm
Șųřģěǿň įň Přǿbě İș Ẅǿřķįňģ įň Đěțřǿįț-Ǻřěǻ
șǿpħįșțįčǻțěđ șpįňǻŀ přǿčěđųřěș ČMĦ ħǻđ
Ħǿșpįțǻŀș
(/ǻřțįčŀěș/ȘB100014241278873239712045786
přěvįǿųșŀỳ běěň fǿřčěđ țǿ řěfěř ǿųț țǿ
30440705339084)
ǻčǻđěmįč měđįčǻŀ čěňțěřș, șěvěřǻŀ Věňțųřǻ
đǿčțǿřș șǻỳ. Đř. Ǻbǿų-Șǻmřǻ đįđň'ț řěțųřň
čǻŀŀș fǿř čǿmměňț. Ǻ șpǿķěșmǻň fǿř ČMĦ đěčŀįňěđ țǿ čǿmměňț fǿř țħįș ǻřțįčŀě.
Đǿěș Mỳ Șųřģěǿň Přǿfįț Fřǿm Mỳ İmpŀǻňțș?

(/ǻřțįčŀěș/ȘB100014241278873239712045786
26021375815096)
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Țħǿųģħ ħě ẅǻș fřěșħ fřǿm ħįș řěșįđěňčỳ, Đř. Șǻbįț șǻįđ įň ǻ đěpǿșįțįǿň țħǻț ħě qųįčķŀỳ
běčǻmě ǿňě ǿf țħě ħǿșpįțǻŀ'ș bųșįěșț șųřģěǿňș ǻňđ ẅǻș bįŀŀįňģ fǿųř țįměș ǻș mųčħ ǻș Đř.
Ǻbǿų-Șǻmřǻ ẅįțħįň ǻ ỳěǻř. Ħě șǻįđ țħįș čřěǻțěđ țěňșįǿňș ẅįțħ Đř. Ǻbǿų-Șǻmřǻ. Đųřįňģ 18
mǿňțħș ǻț ČMĦ, Đř. Șǻbįț pěřfǿřměđ 371 přǿčěđųřěș, įňčŀųđįňģ 306 șpįňě ǿpěřǻțįǿňș,
ǻččǿřđįňģ țǿ ǻ ŀįșț ǿf ħįș čǻșěș țħě ħǿșpįțǻŀ přǿvįđěđ įň țħě mǻŀpřǻčțįčě ŀįțįģǻțįǿň.
Đř. Șǻbįț přįđěđ ħįmșěŀf ǿň ẅǿřķįňģ fǻșț, ǻččǿřđįňģ țǿ Jǿǻň Ķřųșě, ǻ ČMĦ ňųřșě đěpǿșěđ
įň țħě mǻŀpřǻčțįčě ŀįțįģǻțįǿň. "Ħě ẅǿųŀđ ģřǻb įňșțřųměňțș. Ħě'đ șħǿvě țħěm įňțǿ țħě
ẅǿųňđ," șħě țěșțįfįěđ. "İ'vě ňěvěř șěěň ǻňỳ ňěųřǿșųřģěǿň bě țħǻț řǿųģħ ǻňđ břųțǻŀ ẅįțħ"
țįșșųě "țħǻț čŀǿșě țǿ țħě șpįňǻŀ čǿřđ," șħě șǻįđ.
İň ǿňě ǿf ħįș đěpǿșįțįǿňș, Đř. Șǻbįț șǻįđ ħě fǿųňđ Mș. Ķřųșě țǿ bě "věřỳ đįșǻģřěěǻbŀě" ǻňđ
ħǻđ ǻșķěđ țħǻț șħě bě bǻřřěđ fřǿm ħįș șųřģěřįěș.
Đř. Șǻbįț ųșěđ ǻ vǻřįěțỳ ǿf șpįňǻŀ-įmpŀǻňț břǻňđș đųřįňģ ħįș fįřșț 10 mǿňțħș įň Věňțųřǻ,
bųț ħě șẅįțčħěđ țǿ Ǻpěx įň Ǻpřįŀ 2010, ǻččǿřđįňģ țǿ Mǻřįŀỳň Ħǻřřįș, ČMĦ'ș đįřěčțǿř ǿf
șųřģįčǻŀ șěřvįčěș. İň ħěř đěpǿșįțįǿň įň țħě mǻŀpřǻčțįčě ŀįțįģǻțįǿň, Mș. Ħǻřřįș șǻįđ țħě
șẅįțčħ přǿmpțěđ șpěčųŀǻțįǿň ǻț țħě ħǿșpįțǻŀ țħǻț Đř. Șǻbįț ħǻđ jǿįňěđ ǻ PǾĐ ǻňđ ẅǻș
přǿfįțįňģ fřǿm ħįș ųșě ǿf Ǻpěx įmpŀǻňțș.
Đř. Șǻbįț đěňįěđ țǿ Mș. Ħǻřřįș țħǻț țħįș ẅǻș țħě čǻșě, ǻňđ ŀǻțěř țěșțįfįěđ ħě čǿųŀđň'ț řěčǻŀŀ
ẅħěň ħě běģǻň ųșįňģ Ǻpěx přǿđųčțș. Mș. Ħǻřřįș țěșțįfįěđ țħǻț ħě șħǿẅěđ ųp įň ħěř ǿffįčě
ųňǻňňǿųňčěđ ǻňđ țǿŀđ ħěř: "İ đǿň'ț ěvěň ķňǿẅ ẅħǻț ǻ PǾĐ įș. İ'm ňǿț pǻřț ǿf ǻ PǾĐ." Mș.
Ħǻřřįș șǻįđ "ħě ẅǻș įň ǻ ħěįģħțěňěđ șțǻțě ǿf ǻňxįěțỳ" ǻňđ "věřỳ ěmpħǻțįč."
Ħǿẅěvěř, ǻ pěřșǿň ẅįțħ ķňǿẅŀěđģě ǿf țħě mǻțțěř șǻỳș țħǻț Ǻpěx ẅǻș įň fǻčț ǻ PǾĐ ǻňđ
țħǻț Đř. Șǻbįț pųřčħǻșěđ ǻ ǿňě-fįfțħ șțǻķě įň įț įň Mǻỳ 2010, ǻfțěř ǻ șħǿřț țřįǻŀ pěřįǿđ.
Ǻpěx ẅǻș čřěǻțěđ bỳ țẅǿ měň, Ǻđǻm Pįķě ǻňđ Břěț Běřřỳ. Fǿŀŀǿẅįňģ ǻ mǿđěŀ țħěỳ
řěpŀįčǻțěđ ǻț ŀěǻșț 11 țįměș ǻčřǿșș șįx șțǻțěș, Měșșřș. Pįķě ǻňđ Běřřỳ řěčřųįțěđ Đř. Șǻbįț
ǻňđ ǻ ňěųřǿșųřģěǿň įň Ŀǿș Ǻňģěŀěș țǿ běčǿmě pǻřțňěřș ẅįțħ țħěm įň Ǻpěx. Ěǻčħ șųřģěǿň
bǿųģħț ǻ 20% įňțěřěșț įň țħě čǿmpǻňỳ, ẅįțħ țħě řěmǻįňįňģ 60% ģǿįňģ țǿ Měșșřș. Pįķě
ǻňđ Běřřỳ ǻňđ ǿňě ǿf țħěįř bųșįňěșș ǻșșǿčįǻțěș.
Țħě țẅǿ měň ǻřě věțěřǻňș ǿf țħě měđįčǻŀ-đěvįčě įňđųșțřỳ ẅħǿ pǻřțňěřěđ ųp țǿ čřěǻțě
țħěįř ǿẅň șpįňǻŀ-įmpŀǻňț čǿmpǻňỳ, Řěŀįǻňčě Měđįčǻŀ Șỳșțěmș. Fřǿm ǿffįčěș įň
Bǿųňțįfųŀ, Ųțǻħ, Řěŀįǻňčě čǿňțřǻčțș ẅįțħ mǻčħįňě șħǿpș țǿ mǻňųfǻčțųřě řěpŀįčǻș ǿf
bįģģěř čǿmpǻňįěș' přǿđųčțș țħǻț įț șěŀŀș ųňđěř įțș ǿẅň břǻňđ. Țħě přǻčțįčě įș ŀěģǻŀ ųňđěř
ǻ șțřěǻmŀįňěđ FĐǺ ǻppřǿvǻŀ přǿčěșș fǿř měđįčǻŀ đěvįčěș đěěměđ "șųbșțǻňțįǻŀŀỳ
ěqųįvǻŀěňț" țǿ ǿňěș ǻŀřěǻđỳ ǿň țħě mǻřķěț.
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Țǿ ģěț țħěįř přǿđųčțș ǻđǿpțěđ, Měșșřș. Pįķě ǻňđ Běřřỳ čřěǻțěđ ǻ șěřįěș ǿf
đįșțřįbųțǿřșħįpș șįmįŀǻř țǿ Ǻpěx ǻňđ șǿŀđ ǿẅňěřșħįp șțǻķěș țǿ ģřǿųpș ǿf șųřģěǿňș ǻčřǿșș
țħě čǿųňțřỳ, ǻččǿřđįňģ țǿ ǻ pěřșǿň fǻmįŀįǻř ẅįțħ țħě ǿpěřǻțįǿň. Ěǻčħ șųřģěǿň řěčěįvěđ ǻ
mǿňțħŀỳ přǿfįț đįșțřįbųțįǿň, țħįș pěřșǿň șǻįđ. Țħě mǿřě Řěŀįǻňčě įmpŀǻňțș țħě șųřģěǿňș
pųț įň pǻțįěňțș' bǻčķș, țħě mǿřě bųșįňěșș țħěįř đįșțřįbųțǿřșħįp đįđ ǻňđ țħě mǿřě țħěỳ
ěǻřňěđ.
Ųňđěř Čǻŀįfǿřňįǻ'ș ǻňțį-ķįčķbǻčķ șțǻțųțě, įț įș įŀŀěģǻŀ țǿ pǻỳ đǿčțǿřș țǿ įňđųčě pǻțįěňț
řěfěřřǻŀș, ǿř fǿř đǿčțǿřș țǿ ǻččěpț șųčħ pǻỳměňțș. Țħě přǻčțįčě įș ǻŀșǿ įŀŀěģǻŀ ųňđěř
fěđěřǻŀ ŀǻẅ įf țħě pǻțįěňțș ǻřě įňșųřěđ bỳ ħěǻŀțħ přǿģřǻmș șųčħ ǻș Měđįčǻřě. Ǻččǿřđįňģ
țǿ țħě pěǿpŀě fǻmįŀįǻř ẅįțħ įțș čįvįŀ přǿbě, țħě Jųșțįčě Đěpǻřțměňț įș ěxǻmįňįňģ ẅħěțħěř
țħě đįșțřįbųțǿřșħįpș Měșșřș. Pįķě ǻňđ Běřřỳ čřěǻțěđ ẅěřě ěffěčțįvěŀỳ ķįčķbǻčķ
měčħǻňįșmș țǿ įňđųčě șųřģěǿňș țǿ ųșě Řěŀįǻňčě įmpŀǻňțș.
Țħě ǻňșẅěř țǿ țħǻț qųěșțįǿň ħįňģěș įň pǻřț ǿň ẅħěțħěř țħě ǻmǿųňț Đř. Șǻbįț ǻňđ țħě
ǿțħěř șųřģěǿňș pǻįđ fǿř țħěįř đįșțřįbųțǿřșħįp șțǻķěș įș țǿǿ șmǻŀŀ țǿ bě čǿňșįđěřěđ ǻ řěǻŀ
įňvěșțměňț, ģįvěň țħě șįżě ǿf țħěįř řěțųřňș, ẅħįčħ įň șǿmě čǻșěș řěǻčħěđ $50,000 ǻ
mǿňțħ.
Fěđěřǻŀ přǿșěčųțǿřș ǻřě ŀǿǿķįňģ įňțǿ ẅħěțħěř Đř. Șǻbįț'ș fįňǻňčįǻŀ įňțěřěșț įň Ǻpěx mǻđě
ħįm mǿřě přǿňě țǿ ǿpěřǻțě ǿř țǿ đǿ bįģģěř ǻňđ řįșķįěř șųřģěřįěș țħǻň ňěčěșșǻřỳ, țħě
pěǿpŀě fǻmįŀįǻř ẅįțħ țħě mǻțțěř șǻỳ.
Țħě přįňțǿųț ǿf Đř. Șǻbįț'ș șųřģěřįěș ǻț ČMĦ șħǿẅș țħǻț, běfǿřě ǻŀŀěģěđŀỳ șẅįțčħįňģ țǿ
Ǻpěx, ħě ǻvěřǻģěđ 14 șpįňě přǿčěđųřěș ǻ mǿňțħ ǻňđ șpįňě șųřģěřįěș ǻččǿųňțěđ fǿř 76%
ǿf ħįș ǿpěřǻțįǿňș. Ǻfțěř ħě ǻŀŀěģěđŀỳ șẅįțčħěđ țǿ Ǻpěx, ħě ǻvěřǻģěđ 22 șpįňě přǿčěđųřěș ǻ
mǿňțħ ǻňđ țħěįř șħǻřě ǿf ħįș čǻșě ŀǿǻđ řǿșě țǿ 87%.
İň ǻ čǿųřț fįŀįňģ, Đř. Șǻbįț ħǻș pǿįňțěđ țǿ đěpǿșįțįǿň țěșțįmǿňỳ fřǿm ČMĦ Čħįěf
Ěxěčųțįvě Ǿffįčěř Ģǻřỳ Ẅįŀđě, įň ẅħįčħ Mř. Ẅįŀđě șțǻțěđ, "ẅě běŀįěvěđ țħǻț țħě vǻșț
mǻjǿřįțỳ ǿf čǻșěș Đř. Șǻbįț đįđ ẅěřě ǻppřǿpřįǻțě."
İț įș ųňčŀěǻř ħǿẅ mǻňỳ pǻțįěňțș Đř. Șǻbįț ųșěđ Ǻpěx įmpŀǻňțș ǿň. Ǿf țħě 28 pǻțįěňțș ẅħǿ
șųěđ, ħě įmpŀǻňțěđ Ǻpěx ħǻřđẅǻřě įň 12 ǿf țħěm, ǻččǿřđįňģ țǿ țħě mǻŀpřǻčțįčě
đěpǿșįțįǿňș ǻňđ pěǿpŀě fǻmįŀįǻř ẅįțħ țħě mǻțțěř. Ňǿňě ǿf țħǿșě șųįțș ǻŀŀěģě țħǻț țħě Ǻpěx
įmpŀǻňțș ẅěřě đěfěčțįvě.
Ǻ șpǿķěșpěřșǿň fǿř Řěŀįǻňčě șǻỳș țħě fǻčț țħǻț Đř. Șǻbįț đįđň'ț ųșě Ǻpěx ǿň mǿřě țħǻň
ħǻŀf ǿf țħě pŀǻįňțįffș șħǿẅș țħǻț țħěřě įș ňǿ čǻųșǻŀ řěŀǻțįǿňșħįp běțẅěěň ħįș ųșě ǿf Ǻpěx
ǻňđ țħě șųįțș. "İț įș ẅħǿŀŀỳ įňǻččųřǻțě țǿ ǻșșųmě țħǻț țħěșě čŀǻįmș ǻřě ǻ řěșųŀț ǿf țħě ųșě
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ǿf Ǻpěx přǿđųčțș. Țǿ țħě běșț ǿf ǿųř ķňǿẅŀěđģě, țħěřě ħǻvě ňěvěř běěň ǻňỳ ǻŀŀěģǻțįǿňș
bỳ pǻțįěňțș ǿř đǿčțǿřș ǻbǿųț fǻųŀțỳ Ǻpěx přǿđųčțș," țħě șpǿķěșpěřșǿň șǻįđ.
Ǿňě ǿf țħě pǻțįěňțș Đř. Șǻbįț ǿpěřǻțěđ ǿň ųșįňģ Ǻpěx ẅǻș Ģųǻňđǻ Đųșěțțě, ǻ 72-ỳěǻř-ǿŀđ
řěțįřěđ ňųřșě. Jǻčķ Pǻđǿųř, Mș. Đųșěțțě'ș přįmǻřỳ-čǻřě đǿčțǿř, șǻỳș ħě řěfěřřěđ ħěř țǿ
Đř. Șǻbįț ǻfțěř șħě čǿmpŀǻįňěđ ǿf pěřșįșțěňț bǻčķ pǻįň. Đř. Șǻbįț přǿpǿșěđ řěmǿvįňģ pǻřț
ǿf țẅǿ đįșķș įň ħěř șpįňě, ǻ řěŀǻțįvěŀỳ řǿųțįňě přǿčěđųřě đěșįģňěđ țǿ țǻķě přěșșųřě ǿff țħě
ňěřvě řǿǿț, Đř. Pǻđǿųř șǻỳș.
Đř. Șǻbįț ǿpěřǻțěđ ǿň Mș. Đųșěțțě ǿň Jųŀỳ 8, 2010. Ħǿẅěvěř, țħě șųřģěřỳ ħě pěřfǿřměđ
țųřňěđ ǿųț țǿ bě mųčħ mǿřě ěxțěňșįvě: Ųșįňģ Ǻpěx įmpŀǻňțș, ħě fųșěđ țǿģěțħěř ěįģħț
věřțěbřǻŀ ŀěvěŀș įň ħěř șpįňě, Đř. Pǻđǿųř șǻỳș.
Ǻfțěř țħě șųřģěřỳ, Mș. Đųșěțțě ẅǻș "įň ǻģǿňįżįňģ pǻįň," ǻččǿřđįňģ țǿ Đř. Pǻđǿųř. Țħě
měțǻŀ șčřěẅș ǻňđ řǿđș Đř. Șǻbįț ħǻđ đřįŀŀěđ įňțǿ ħěř șpįňě běģǻň čǿmįňģ ŀǿǿșě, ǻňđ țħě
řǿđș přěșșěđ ǻģǻįňșț țħě șķįň ǿf ħěř bǻčķ fřǿm țħě įňșįđě, ǻččǿřđįňģ țǿ Đř. Pǻđǿųř ǻňđ
Mș. Đųșěțțě'ș ǻțțǿřňěỳ.
Mș. Đųșěțțě ẅǻș řě-ǿpěřǻțěđ ǿň ǻț Čěđǻřș-Șįňǻį Měđįčǻŀ Čěňțěř įň Ŀǿș Ǻňģěŀěș, ẅħěřě
ǻŀŀ țħě ħǻřđẅǻřě Đř. Șǻbįț įmpŀǻňțěđ ẅǻș țǻķěň ǿųț, Đř. Pǻđǿųř șǻỳș. Șħě șųbșěqųěňțŀỳ
șųěđ bǿțħ Đř. Șǻbįț ǻňđ ČMĦ. Șħě řěčěňțŀỳ řěǻčħěđ ǻ čǿňfįđěňțįǻŀ șěțțŀěměňț ẅįțħ țħě
ħǿșpįțǻŀ, bųț ħěř čǻșě ǻģǻįňșț Đř. Șǻbįț įș șțįŀŀ pěňđįňģ. Đř. Șǻbįț ħǻș đěňįěđ ħěř șųįț'ș
ǻŀŀěģǻțįǿňș.
Ǿųțșįđě țħě ħǿșpįțǻŀ, Đř. Șǻbįț'ș șųřģįčǻŀ ǿųțčǿměș čǻųģħț țħě ǻțțěňțįǿň ǿf Ģǻřỳ Přǿffěțț,
țħě měđįčǻŀ đįřěčțǿř ǿf ǻ pħỳșįčįǻň ǻșșǿčįǻțįǿň čǻŀŀěđ ȘěǻVįěẅ țħǻț čǿǿřđįňǻțěș pǻțįěňțș'
čǻřě ǿň běħǻŀf ǿf ħěǻŀțħ pŀǻňș. Ǿf 75 ȘěǻVįěẅ pǻțįěňțș ǿpěřǻțěđ ǿň bỳ Đř. Șǻbįț ǿvěř ħįș
18-mǿňțħ țěňųřě įň Věňțųřǻ, 28 đěvěŀǿpěđ mǻjǿř čǿmpŀįčǻțįǿňș, įňčŀųđįňģ țẅǿ ẅħǿ
đįěđ, Đř. Přǿffěțț șǻįđ įň ǻň įňțěřvįěẅ. Đř. Přǿffěțț řěpǿřțěđ țħě ȘěǻVįěẅ čǿmpŀįčǻțįǿňș
ǻňđ đěǻțħș țǿ țħě Čǻŀįfǿřňįǻ Měđįčǻŀ Bǿǻřđ.
Mǻňỳ ǿf Đř. Șǻbįț'ș pǿșț-șųřģįčǻŀ čǿmpŀįčǻțįǿňș įňvǿŀvěđ įňfěčțįǿňș, ǻččǿřđįňģ țǿ
đěpǿșįțįǿňș bỳ șěvěřǻŀ ňųřșěș ǻňđ Čǻřỳ Șǻvįțčħ, ǻň įňfěčțįǿųș đįșěǻșěș đǿčțǿř ǻț ČMĦ.
Đř. Șǻbįț ħǻș đįșpųțěđ țħįș. İň ǻ čǿųřț fįŀįňģ, ħě șǻįđ ČMĦ'ș įňfěčțįǿňș čǿňțřǿŀ ňųřșě
"pěřfǿřměđ ǻň ěxħǻųșțįvě řěvįěẅ ǿf mỳ įňfěčțįǿň řǻțě" ǻňđ čǿňčŀųđěđ țħǻț įț "ẅǻș
ňǿřmǻŀ ǻňđ ǻččěpțǻbŀě."
Ǿňě ǻŀŀěģěđ vįčțįm ǿf įňfěčțįǿň ẅǻș Ŀįŀŀįǻň Ķǻųŀbǻčķ, ǻň ǿvěřẅěįģħț ẅǿmǻň įň ħěř ŀǻțě
60ș ẅįțħ ǻ ňųmběř ǿf ħěǻŀțħ įșșųěș, řǻňģįňģ fřǿm đįǻběțěș țǿ ǻ ħįșțǿřỳ ǿf ǻňķŀě, șħǿųŀđěř
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887324263404578615971483271856?alg=y
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ǻňđ ķňěě șųřģěřįěș. Đř. Șǻbįț ǿpěřǻțěđ ǿň ħěř ǿň Ǿčț. 7, 2010, ųșįňģ Ǻpěx įmpŀǻňțș țǿ
fųșě țħřěě věřțěbřǻŀ ŀěvěŀș įň ħěř șpįňě, ǻččǿřđįňģ țǿ șěvěřǻŀ pěǿpŀě fǻmįŀįǻř ẅįțħ ħěř
čǻșě.
Ǻ pěřșǿň čŀǿșě țǿ Mș. Ķǻųŀbǻčķ șǻỳș șħě ẅǻș mǿbįŀě ǻňđ ǻčțįvě běfǿřě ħěř șųřģěřỳ,
pŀǻỳįňģ bįňģǿ, ǻțțěňđįňģ fǻmįŀỳ fųňčțįǿňș ǻňđ ģǿįňģ țǿ ǻ ŀǿčǻŀ čŀųb țǿ ẅǻțčħ čǿųpŀěș
đǻňčě. Ǻfțěř țħě șųřģěřỳ, șħě ňěvěř ẅǻŀķěđ ǻģǻįň ǻňđ ẅǻș įň ǻňđ ǿųț ǿf țħě įňțěňșįvě čǻřě
ųňįț, țħįș pěřșǿň șǻỳș.
Đř. Șǻvįțčħ, ẅħǿ țřěǻțěđ Mș. Ķǻųŀbǻčķ ǻfțěř ħěř șųřģěřỳ, řěčǻŀŀěđ įň ħįș đěpǿșįțįǿň țħǻț
șħě ħǻđ ǻ bįģ ẅǿųňđ ǿň ħěř bǻčķ țħǻț "ẅǻș ǿpěň" ǻňđ "đřįppįňģ pųș" ǻňđ ħǻđ "șįx
đįffěřěňț bųģș ģřǿẅįňģ fřǿm" įț.
Țǿ ħįș ǻșțǿňįșħměňț, Đř. Șǻbįț čŀǿșěđ țħě įňfěčțěđ ẅǿųňđ ǻňđ đįđň'ț đǿčųměňț įț įň Mș.
Ķǻųŀbǻčķ'ș měđįčǻŀ čħǻřț, Đř. Șǻvįțčħ țěșțįfįěđ. "Ẅħěňěvěř ỳǿų ħǻvě ǻň įňfěčțěđ ẅǿųňđ,
ỳǿų ňěěđ įț țǿ đřǻįň…Țħě ŀǻșț țħįňģ ỳǿų đǿ įș čŀǿșě įț," ħě șǻįđ.
Țħě ẅǿųňđ ǿpěňěđ bǻčķ ųp țħě fǿŀŀǿẅįňģ đǻỳ, ǻččǿřđįňģ țǿ Đř. Șǻvįțčħ'ș đěpǿșįțįǿň. Țħě
pěřșǿň čŀǿșě țǿ Mș. Ķǻųŀbǻčķ șǻỳș șħě ẅǻș ěvěňțųǻŀŀỳ țřǻňșfěřřěđ țǿ ǻ ňųřșįňģ ħǿmě,
ẅħěřě șħě șpěňț șįx mǿňțħș įň ǻčųțě pǻįň. Șħě đįěđ țħěřě ǿň Mǻỳ 31, 2011.
Mș. Ķǻųŀbǻčķ'ș șǿň ħǻș fįŀěđ ǻ ẅřǿňģfųŀ-đěǻțħ șųįț ǻģǻįňșț Đř. Șǻbįț ǻňđ ČMĦ. Țħě čǻșě
įș pěňđįňģ. Đř. Șǻbįț ǻňđ ČMĦ ħǻvě đěňįěđ țħě șųįț'ș ǻŀŀěģǻțįǿňș.
İň țħěįř đěpǿșįțįǿňș, Mș. Ķřųșě ǻňđ ǿțħěř ňųřșěș țěșțįfįěđ țħǻț Đř. Șǻbįț ẅǻș čǻvǻŀįěř
ǻbǿųț ķěěpįňģ țħě ǿpěřǻțįňģ fįěŀđ șțěřįŀě ǻňđ ẅǿųŀđ șǿměțįměș čǿňțǻmįňǻțě įț bỳ ňǿț
șčřųbbįňģ įň přǿpěřŀỳ ǿř bỳ ŀěțțįňģ ħįș ħǻįř đǻňģŀě ǿvěř ǻň ǿpěň ẅǿųňđ.
Țħě Řěŀįǻňčě șpǿķěșpěřșǿň șǻįđ, "Țħěřě įș ǻbșǿŀųțěŀỳ ňǿ čǿňňěčțįǿň běțẅěěň ǻŀŀěģǻțįǿňș
ǿf įňfěčțįǿň ǻňđ Řěŀįǻňčě'ș přǿđųčțș ǿř įțș șțěřįŀįżǻțįǿň přǿčěđųřěș."
Ẅħěň ČMĦ čǿňfřǿňțěđ ħįm ǻbǿųț ǻŀŀěģěđ pǿșț-șųřģįčǻŀ įňfěčțįǿňș ǻmǿňģ ħįș pǻțįěňțș,
Đř. Șǻbįț bŀǻměđ ǿňě ǿf țħě ħǿșpįțǻŀ'ș țẅǿ ǿpěřǻțįňģ řǿǿmș, ẅħįčħ ħě ǻřģųěđ įň ǻ ŀěțțěř
ẅǻșň'ț ķěpț șųffįčįěňțŀỳ čŀěǻň ǻňđ șțěřįŀě.
Ǿň Đěč. 3, 2010, ČMĦ șųșpěňđěđ Đř. Șǻbįț. Mř. Ẅįŀđě, țħě ČĚǾ, ħǻňđěđ ħįm ǻ ŀěțțěř
șțǻțįňģ țħǻț țħě ħǿșpįțǻŀ ħǻđ đěčįđěđ "įmměđįǻțě ǻčțįǿň mųșț bě țǻķěň țǿ přǿțěčț țħě ŀįfě
ǿř ẅěŀŀ-běįňģ ǿf pǻțįěňțș." Țħě ŀěțțěř șǻįđ țħě șųșpěňșįǿň ẅǻș bǻșěđ įň pǻřț ǿň Đř. Șǻbįț'ș
ǻŀŀěģěđ ňěģŀįģěňț țřěǻțměňț ǿf țẅǿ ųňįđěňțįfįěđ pǻțįěňțș. İň ǻ șųbșěqųěňț čǿųřț fįŀįňģ, ǻ
șěňįǿř ČMĦ șțǻffěř șǻįđ ǿňě ǿf țħǿșě țẅǿ pǻțįěňțș đįěđ.
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887324263404578615971483271856?alg=y
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Đř. Șǻbįț fįŀěđ ħįș ǿẅň șțǻțěměňț ẅįțħ țħě čǿųřț įň ẅħįčħ ħě đěňįěđ běįňģ ňěģŀįģěňț ǻňđ
șǻįđ "țħěřě ẅǻș ňǿ měđįčǻŀ bǻșįș ǻț ǻŀŀ fǿř țħě șųmmǻřỳ șųșpěňșįǿň." İňșțěǻđ, Đř. Șǻbįț
ẅřǿțě, Đř. Ǻbǿų-Șǻmřǻ ǻňđ țħě ħǿșpįțǻŀ ħǻđ čǿňșpįřěđ țǿ șųșpěňđ ħįm șǿ Đř. ǺbǿųȘǻmřǻ čǿųŀđ fįřě ħįm ǻňđ "ǻvǿįđ pǻỳįňģ mě țħě ħųģě bǿňųșěș ħě ẅǿųŀđ ǿțħěřẅįșě ħǻvě țǿ
pǻỳ."
Ǻfțěř Đř. Șǻbįț țħřěǻțěňěđ țǿ șųě țħě ħǿșpįțǻŀ, ČMĦ řěįňșțǻțěđ ħįm ǿň Đěč. 7, 2010. Bųț
Đř. Ǻbǿų-Șǻmřǻ řěfųșěđ țǿ ŀěț ħįm řějǿįň ħįș přǻčțįčě, șǿ Đř. Șǻbįț vǿŀųňțǻřįŀỳ řěșįģňěđ
ħįș ħǿșpįțǻŀ přįvįŀěģěș ǿň Đěč. 21, 2010.
Fǿŀŀǿẅįňģ Đř. Șǻbįț'ș đěpǻřțųřě, țħě Čǻŀįfǿřňįǻ měđįčǻŀ bǿǻřđ ŀǻųňčħěđ ǻň įňvěșțįģǻțįǿň,
ǻččǿřđįňģ țǿ șěvěřǻŀ ČMĦ đǿčțǿřș ǻňđ ňųřșěș įňțěřvįěẅěđ bỳ țħě bǿǻřđ. Ǻ șpǿķěșẅǿmǻň
fǿř țħě měđįčǻŀ bǿǻřđ đěčŀįňěđ țǿ čǿmměňț. Țħě FĐǺ ǻŀșǿ șěňț įňvěșțįģǻțǿřș țǿ Věňțųřǻ
ǻňđ ǻųđįțěđ Řěŀįǻňčě'ș ǿpěřǻțįǿňș įň Ųțǻħ įň Mǻỳ 2011. Țħě řěșųŀțș ǿf țħě ǻųđįț ẅěřěň'ț
mǻđě pųbŀįč. Țħě Řěŀįǻňčě șpǿķěșpěřșǿň șǻįđ: "Ǿųř přǿđųčțș, ẅħįčħ ǻřě čěřțįfįěđ bỳ ǻ
țħįřđ-pǻřțỳ, měěț țħě șțřįčț șțěřįŀįżǻțįǿň přǿčěđųřěș ǻňđ přǿțǿčǿŀș ěșțǻbŀįșħěđ bỳ țħě
FĐǺ."
Řěŀįǻňčě đįșčǿňțįňųěđ įțș řěŀǻțįǿňșħįp ẅįțħ Đř. Șǻbįț įň Ǻųģųșț 2012 ǻňđ șțǿppěđ
ǿpěřǻțįňģ Ǻpěx ǻș ǻ PǾĐ, ǻččǿřđįňģ țǿ ǻ pěřșǿň ẅįțħ ķňǿẅŀěđģě ǿf țħě čǿmpǻňỳ'ș
ǿpěřǻțįǿňș. İț ħǻș șįňčě bǿųģħț ǿųț țħě ǿẅňěřșħįp įňțěřěșțș ǿf șųřģěǿňș įň įțș ǿțħěř
PǾĐș bųț čǿňțįňųěș țǿ pǻỳ mǻňỳ ǿf țħěm čǿňșųŀțįňģ fěěș, țħįș pěřșǿň șǻỳș.
Ẅřįțě țǿ Jǿħň Čǻřřěỳřǿų ǻț jǿħň.čǻřřěỳřǿų@ẅșj.čǿm
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Spinal fusion procedures that triggered many of the 17 lawsuits lodged against a former
Ventura neurosurgeon regularly spawn litigation and are sometimes used on patients who
have little chance of benefiting, according to surgeon specialists at USC and UCLA.
In fusions, metal rods and screws are used to anchor the spine in place while grafted bone or
other material is employed to generate bone growth that fuses the vertebrae. The procedures
are used to treat fractures, excessive curvature or other injuries, usually in the lower back.
The operations play a pivotal role in allegations facing Dr. Aria Sabit, a 36yearold
neurosurgeon who started operating at Community Memorial Hospital in Ventura in summer
2009, fresh out of a sevenyear residency in New Jersey.
In the flood of lawsuits, patients allege he performed fusions in which the anchoring hardware
was misplaced and screws pulled out of bone. They said they suffered from postoperative
infections, that some of the surgeries were unnecessary or too much hardware was used.
Sabit was fired by Ventura County Neurosurgical Associates Medical Group after 17 months,
in December 2010, according to a lawsuit filed by the physician against the group and then
withdrawn. All of the lawsuits filed individually by patients against Sabit came after he
stopped practicing in Ventura.
Now practicing in eastern Michigan, Sabit has refuted the allegations. Regulatory agencies
reported no findings against him in Michigan, California or New Jersey. In his former lawsuit
against the medical group, he disputed that his rates of complications and surgeries were
high, blaming the group for generating untrue criticism against him.

Community Memorial officials said they initiated an investigation of Sabit by the California
Medical Board. The hospital and a leader of the medical group — both targeted in some of the
patient lawsuits — said they can't discuss the case but have defended themselves against
accusations that they waited too long to take action against Sabit.
Tell Dr. Jeff Wang, a UCLA orthopedic surgeon who performs spinal fusion surgeries every
week, about the 17 lawsuits and he offers an exclamation; the number surprises him. But
fusion surgery is "very" litigious, and most doctors will face at least one lawsuit in their
careers, he said.
"I think people have certain expectations," he said of patients with long histories of lower back
pain. "The results can be mixed, and it's not necessarily the fault of the surgeon or the fault of
the patients. We just don't have all the answers when it comes to nerves in the spine."
In the procedures, as many as a dozen vertebrae are fused together by bone. Pedicle screws,
plates, small titanium or carbon fiber cages and other hardware are used to stabilize the spine
in place until the graft takes hold.
The procedures are often used for fractured vertebrae or damage caused by scoliosis or
tumors. But sometimes the procedures are used for patients with symptoms that show they
are not likely to benefit from fusion, said Dr. Patrick Hsieh, a neurosurgeon at USC.
Elderly people who suffer from advanced conditions like heart problems, diabetes or some
bone diseases like osteoporosis often are not the best candidates, Hsieh said.
Dr. Richard Deyo is an Oregon Health and Science University internist and researcher who
studies back pain. He cited four studies from Europe that suggest patients who suffer from
lower back pain because of wornout disks in their spine but have no underlying spinal
problems often see no more benefit from fusion than from nonsurgical care.
"And yet this is the fastestgrowing reason for doing spinal fusions," he said, suggesting the
procedures also push up the cost of care by generating more treatment that patients or
insurers must cover.

"The U.S. does five times more spine surgery than the United Kingdom," he said. "We do
twice as much spine surgery as other developing countries. There's no evidence that we're
having better outcomes."
Hsieh said patients who suffer bone softening may not be good candidates for fusion.
Wang said the condition increases risk but said fusion may, in certain situations, still
be appropriate.
"There are gray areas where you think it may be helpful or not helpful," said Dr. John Regan,
a spine surgeon in Beverly Hills. "There are some physicians who overreach."
Sabit faces lawsuits filled with allegations that still must be proved in court. But if the cases
reach trial, with one case set for an April start, spinal fusion could play a key role. His former
patients allege he performed too many surgeries, relied on hardware that included rods,
screws and interbody cages, and sometimes misused that equipment.
"He didn't know what he was doing," said Woodland Hills lawyer Steven Goldberg. He
represents an Oxnard woman who underwent fusion surgery, only to have the screws pull
away from her bone. "When I met her, she was totally bent over like a paper clip."
Sabit's lawyer, Louis "Duke" DeHaas, branded the allegations of inappropriate procedures
and faulty technique as common in malpractice litigation.
"That's what they allege in these lawsuits," he said. "It doesn't mean it's meritorious. You can
allege anything you want. That's why we have trials."
Sabit has denied all the allegations. Once a refugee of Afghanistan whose father returned to
the country and served two years as its attorney general, Sabit attended Virginia
Commonwealth University. He went through seven years of neurosurgery residency at the
University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, in Newark, training at The University
Hospital. In his final year, he served as chief resident.
"He successfully completed the residency," said Dr. Charles Prestigiacomo, who leads the
neurosurgery residency program. "He did a fine job."

After finishing his residency in July 2009, he began operating at Community Memorial in
Ventura, partnering with a highly regarded neurosurgeon, Dr. Moustapha AbouSamra. In
court papers, Sabit said he started to do some of the most difficult operations at the hospital,
earning a reputation as a "goto physician."
"He was introduced as the next generation of neurosurgery," said Dr. Jack Padour, a Ventura
internist who has two patients who filed lawsuits against Sabit. "We thought, 'Great, we need
a guy like that.' "
Complaints against the doctor involve infections after surgery, screws or rods that were
improperly placed on patients and procedures that resulted in extreme pain and had
to be redone.
Olivia Sawyer, 53, of Santa Paula said a doctor at USC took out everything Sabit put into her
because the rods used for her spine were crooked. She tried to file a lawsuit but was told the
oneyear statute of limitations had passed.
Charles Shinn, 46, of Ventura complained in court documents that Sabit told him he was
going to do a minimally invasive procedure and then, without informing him, chose a much
more involved procedure that included an interbody cage placed on his spine.
Guanda Dusette, 71, of Oxnard said she paid an online service $15 to research Sabit before
choosing him for a spinal fusion. She alleged the screws pulled away from the bone after
surgery, contributing to nonstop pain and leading to corrective surgery at Cedars Sinai
Medical Center.
"What happened to me shouldn't happen to people," Dusette said.
But sometimes doctors can't prevent screws from loosening in the bone, said Wang of UCLA,
adding that the problems can be caused by poor bone quality or a graft that failed to fully fuse
the vertebrae."Whenever you're putting the hardware in, there's always a certain risk," he
said. "Even in the most skilled hands, the anatomy can cause the screws to be misplaced."
Surgeons fresh out of residency face a learning curve, said Hsieh, but a sevenyear residency
for neurosurgery means they should be ready to handle most fusions.

"Experience matters even if you're well trained," said Deyo, the researcher. "It's always true
that the more you do, the more expert you become."
Hsieh said fusion surgery problems usually stem from the planning — choosing the right
patients and figuring what strategy will bring the best result.
"As surgeons, we are experts, but who we operate on and who we make better is not based on
just how good we are. It's also based on if we pick an appropriate patient," he said.
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(CBS News) By the summer of 2010, 68yearold Lillian Kaulback had developed
severe back pain. She was referred to Dr. Aria Sabit, a spine surgeon in Ventura,
Calif.
Her son Kevin Reynolds, who was at the appointment with her, says a few things
struck him as strange from the start. There was no secretary or medical assistant
there to greet them  just Sabit. There was no physical exam, and Reynolds says
Sabit told his mother she needed surgery within three to five minutes of meeting
her.
Patients like Kaulback have a higher risk of complications  she was 68,
overweight, and diabetic. Still, Sabit performed a threelevel spine fusion,
screwing together four of her vertebrae. Reynolds says within days, she developed
a lifethreatening infection. "The independent team asked me not once, but twice
to pull the plug on her," he told "CBS This Morning." "I said 'no'."
Lillian Kaulback never walked again. Seven months after the surgery, in May of
2011, she passed away.
Reynolds is now suing Sabit for wrongful death. One of his biggest questions
centers on the screws and rods used to fuse the spine, which came from a company
called Apex Medical Technologies LLC. Apex had no public phone number,
website, or listing of its owners. "CBS This Morning" has learned one of its owners
was Sabit himself, with a 20 percent stake. From May of 2010 to August of 2012,
his share of the profit was about $330,000.
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/surgeonsalesmendoctorsprofitfromdevicestheyputinpatients/
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Reynolds claims the financial incentive caused Sabit to do a riskier procedure than
necessary, so he could put in more hardware. A single screw used in spine fusion
surgery can cost $100 to make, and can sell for $1,000. "I don't think he would've
worked on as many levels or possibly did that type of invasive surgery," Reynolds
told "CBS This Morning." He says Sabit never mentioned his ownership stake in
Apex.
Court records show Kaulback's case is one of 28 brought against Sabit for just 17
months of work at Ventura's Community Memorial Hospital. At least 10 of the
suits involve Apex implants. Legal filings show in the seven months before Sabit
became an owner of the company, he did 115 spine surgeries. In the seven months
after, he did 154, a 34 percent increase. (Seven full months was the length of time
from when Sabit began using the implants to when he left the hospital in
December of 2010.)

Watch CBS News anytime, anywhere
with the new 24/7 digital news network.
Stream CBSN live or on demand for
FREE on your TV, computer, tablet, or
smartphone.

Sabit chose not to give "CBS This Morning" an interview for this story, citing
pending litigation. But in a deposition, he claimed he simply had more cases as he
became more established. "As time went on I got more and more referrals," he
said. "By June of 2010, the wait time to have surgery done by me was probably
around twoandahalf to three months."

Watch Now

Physicianowned companies, also known as physicianowned distributorships or
P.O.D.s, have been around for a little over a decade, but already supply an
estimated onesixth of spinal implants nationwide. Most simply serve as
middlemen, buying implants wholesale and selling them to hospitals, but some
also design and manufacture their own products. In addition to spinal implants,
they currently supply hip, knee, cardiac, and other devices.
Doctors are not required to disclose their ownership in these companies, so it's
very difficult to get information about them. Often patients  and even hospitals 
don't know their physicians are involved. But today, the Inspector General of the
Department of Health and Human Services released a long awaited study on them.
The report found that in fiscal year 2012, hospitals served by physicianowned
companies averaged 28 percent more spine surgeries. Their rate of spine fusions
jumped 21 percent after they began purchasing from these companies (that
compares to a 9 percent increase for hospitals overall, during the same period).
The report also found that surgeries involving physicianowned companies used 13
percent fewer devices.
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Sponsored by Visit North Carolina

Drs. Scott Lederhaus and Charles Rosen are on the board of the Association for
Medical Ethics. Both spine surgeons, they say they've seen many patients harmed
by physicianowned companies, due to the strong financial incentive to perform
unnecessary procedures. "The guys that are being egregious could make, just from
putting in the implants ... perhaps in excess of a half a million dollars each, per
year," Lederhaus told "CBS This Morning."
"Doctors are not supposed to be salesmen," Rosen added.
Lederhaus and Rosen say physicianowned companies should be banned entirely.
But Dr. John Steinmann says that would be a big mistake. His company is one of
the few that discloses who its owners are. He says by cutting out the middle man
and buying in bulk, he saves his hospital $1 million a year. "I can perform exactly
the same effective surgeries at a 40 percent lower rate," he told "CBS This
Morning."

36 PHOTOS

Deadly attacks across Paris

The Newsroom

Steinmann says these arrangements can greatly lower healthcare costs, they just
need to be regulated, to weed out the "bad apples." To help do so, he founded the
American Association of Surgeon Distributors, which certifies what it believes are
legal and ethical physicianowned companies. It requires doctors to disclose their
ownership stakes and show cost savings, and it monitors the number of surgeries
they are performing.
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/surgeonsalesmendoctorsprofitfromdevicestheyputinpatients/
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But at least for now, it appears Steinmann is the exception rather than the rule.
His association has fully certified just 14 of the more than 200 physicianowned
companies operating across the country, according to the most recent estimates
from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. And the inspector general
report found that on average, physicianowned companies are charging no less
than traditional suppliers. (You can read the association's response to the report
here.)
The Justice Department is now investigating whether Sabit's ownership of Apex
led him to do unnecessary procedures, according to the Office of Sen. Orrin Hatch,
RUtah, and the Finance Committee. No one from Apex would give "CBS This
Morning" an interview, but a spokesman claimed none of the suits involving the
company's implants allege unnecessary procedures. In fact, at least eight of the 10
plaintiffs we identified said they plan to argue just that, though no one has claimed
the implants were defective.
In depositions, Sabit has denied the allegations. He charges that his former
medical group, Ventura County Neurosurgical Associates, encouraged patients to
sue, so it could fire him and avoid paying his bonuses. He claims he is owed
millions and has sued for wrongful termination.
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Sabit also blamed a nonsterile operating room for patient infections, and in a
deposition, the chief executive officer of the hospital  which is also being sued 
defended him, saying "the vast majority of cases that Dr. Sabit did were
appropriate." Sabit has settled at least nine of the 28 cases, and at least one has
been dismissed. He is no longer a partowner of Apex.
Last month, the California Medical Board accused Sabit of committing dishonest,
corrupt, and negligent acts in his care of five patients. It charged that he
performed unnecessary procedures on three of them, and repeatedly documented
procedures that he did not perform. The board will decide whether to revoke his
state license after a hearing. For the time being he is still practicing, in Lapeer,
Mich.
© 2013 CBS Interactive Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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“FROM KABUL WITH LOVE” – DR. SABIT’S
MISADVENTURES
Walter Eisner • Tue, March 3rd, 2015

Print this article

Spine surgeon Aria Sabit, M.D., is sitting in a Michigan jail awaiting trial on federal healthcare fraud charges and
trying to procure U.S. citizenship in an unlawful manner. He’s sitting in jail because prosecutors convinced a
federal magistrate that Sabit would flee the country in a scheme worthy of an Ian Fleming novel.
The federal government says Aria surrendered his medical license in
California, effective in 2014, and moved to Michigan, where he was licensed to
practice medicine in March 2011. There he opened the Southfieldbased
Michigan Brain & Spine Physicians Group and began performing spine
surgeries.
Or so he claimed. According to a federal indictment, Sabit performed lumbar
fusion surgery on a number of patients, but didn’t actually install any hardware.
Then he allegedly committed the worst sin—billing Medicare for work that
wasn’t done.

Aria Sabit, M.D. / Source: youtube.com

The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) charged him with false claims. After a detention hearing on December 4,
2014, the magistrate ordered Sabit held in jail. Prosecutors told the judge they fear he is a flight risk and would try
to return to his native Afghanistan to start a hospital and drill for oil. They said he is a member of a politically
prominent family.
After his detention, a federal grand jury indicted him on 18 counts of fraud and 1 count of “unlawful procurement of
naturalization” in a 20page indictment. That happened on December 9, 2014.
Beginning in approximately 2011, and continuing through November 2014, Sabit, according to the indictment,
convinced patients to undergo spinal fusion surgeries, “which were either medically unnecessary or never rendered
and then billed public and private insurance programs for the fraudulent services.”
According to the government’s case against him, Sabit allegedly dictated surgical notes that he had performed
various spine surgeries, which included laminectomies, discectomies or other procedures, with instrumentation—
but which he never actually conducted.
The government is claiming that Sabit’s operative reports and treatment records allegedly contained false
statements about the diagnosis for the patient, the procedure performed, and the instrumentation used in the
https://ryortho.com/2015/03/fromkabulwithlovedrsabitsmisadventures/
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procedure. Sabit would also order spinal injections and simultaneously schedule the patient for surgery, ”thus not
waiting a sufficient amount of time to lapse to ascertain if the noninvasive treatment was successful.”
Sabit claimed he used Zimmer Holdings, Inc.’s Transfacet Screw System. But postoperative Xray and MRI
examinations by other spine surgeons revealed that no medical device had been placed in or around the patient’s
spine.
“Subsequently, after continuing pain, all patients received second opinions from other doctors stating that no such
spinal fusion had been performed and there was no evidence of any screw, or any medical device in the spinal
column of the patient,” Special Agent Peter Hayes of the FBI wrote in a court filing.
In all, Sabit billed almost $33 million and was paid more than $1.8 million, according to the criminal complaint. He
performed surgery on almost everyone who walked through his office, an unnamed employee told an FBI agent.
“He had swagger off the charts,” said Tonocca Scott, one of his former patients said of the 40yearold Sabit in a
published interview. “His hair was pulled back. He could have been a guy in a James Bond movie. Why would I go
to anybody else?”

Sabit in California—PODS, Lawsuits and Kickback Charges
This isn’t the first time the Justice Department had dealings with Sabit or the first time OTW has reported on his
activities.
Between 2009 and 2010, Sabit was the subject of more than two dozen medical malpractice lawsuits in California.
Special Agent Hayes testified at Sabit’s detention hearing in Michigan that Sabit performed over 200 spinal fusion
surgeries in California from June 2009 to December 2010 and that the DOJ had filed a Civil Complaint against him
in September 2014.
Hayes also said that DOJ presently has an ongoing criminal investigation of Sabit in California.

AntiPOD Poster Child
During Sabit’s detention hearing prosecutors also told the judge that the DOJ’s California investigation of Sabit was
focused on his participation in a physicianowneddistributorship (POD), which owned a particular device—an Apex
pedicle screw made by Reliance Medical.
After buying into the POD, Hayes said Sabit began to use the Apex in 90% of his surgeries, and earned over
$400,000. He added that Sabit had been subject to civil kickback charges in September 2014 based on California
kickback allegations and that Federal California criminal kickback charges are likely coming.

A Flight Risk: From Dubai to Kabul to London
Accusations of unnecessary surgeries and false claims are not uncommon. But here is where Sabit is different and
the story turns into an international thriller.
The government labeled Sabit a flight risk, noting that he was questioned in September in Atlanta while trying to fly
to Dubai. There he allegedly told a customs officer that he owned a company involved in mining in Afghanistan. In
his luggage, officers found a ruby and a 3.6carat emerald, according to the complaint.

Dubai Informant
Special Agent Hayes testified that the FBI had information from an informant who was employed in Dubai, but had
first met Sabit in Michigan in late 2013. The informant told the FBI that Sabit had asked him to help obtain a
medical license in Dubai because he was considering practicing medicine there or in the United Arab Emirates.
The informant also told Hayes that Sabit went to Afghanistan in December 2013 to set up a hospital in Kabul. When
the FBI searched Sabit’s house they found plans dated October 2014, for Aria International Community Hospital in
Kabul. They also found emails dated around the same time indicating he had invested $300,000 to $400,000 into
the hospital with a profit hope of $30 million.

London’s Newcastle Upon Tyne
Hayes testified that Sabit traveled to London in November 2013, and based upon papers seized in the home
https://ryortho.com/2015/03/fromkabulwithlovedrsabitsmisadventures/
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search, was in the process of applying for a position at a London area hospital: “Newcastle Upon Tyne”, application
dated November 11, 2013.
The application stated that Sabit was applying for the position of consultant spinal surgeon; “I am moving to the
U.K., as most of my family resides in the U.K.” Hayes testified, and Sabit’s wife’s subsequent testimony confirmed,
that none of Sabit’s family resides in the U.K.

Afghan Blue Bloods and Oil
The informant, according to Hayes, traveled to Afghanistan to meet Sabit and his relatives, and government
officials—Sabit’s father, who was the former Attorney General of Afghanistan; his uncle, the Speaker of the House,
the Minister of Mines; Abdullah Abdullah, an individual then running for President of Afghanistan, who lost the final
election, but who is now the Chief Executive Officer of Afghanistan.
The informant had an axe to grind. He claims that he had been “stiffed” out of money on a deal by Sabit.

Abdul Jabar Sabit / Source: Wikipedia.org

Sabit, according to Hayes, incorporated the American Mineral and Oil Company in August 2014, to extract natural
resources in Afghanistan. Emails from Sabit to his business partner regarding their proposed venture, said that
Sabit had secured the rights to survey and extract the 2 billion barrels of oil available for drilling in northern
Afghanistan.
A Sabit August 4, 2014 email states:
“Through connections and talks with the Government, including the President and incoming Prime Minister, I
am able to secure these and any other mineral rights for our companies, and ideally partner with an American
company.”
“The rights to the grounds and all mineral content are secured. I met with the Minister of Mining and
Petroleum, as well as the President of the country. My first cousin is the Minister of Finance. My other cousin
is the head of the Central Bank. My uncle is the Speaker of the Lower House. My father is a very influential
politician. My point is that we have very significant pull in the Government.”

Sabit’s Defense
Sabit’s wife, an RN, testified that she was willing to surrender her and her daughters’ passports and offer the house
as security. She also said that Sabit and his father are now estranged.
Dr. Khusraw Sabit is Sabit’s younger brother, who lives in Montreal, Canada. He testified on December 8, 2014 that
Afghanistan is not safe for Sabit because their father, who has not been speaking to Sabit, also has made many
enemies and was kidnaped and released for ransom in 20112012.
https://ryortho.com/2015/03/fromkabulwithlovedrsabitsmisadventures/
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The Money Flow
Hayes showed the court a flow chart showing some of Sabit’s money movement of over $2 million from Michigan
Brain and Spine into a joint account that he had with his wife at PNC Bank, and then over $1.7 million was
transferred out to six accounts: two held by his wife, and two each held in the name of each of his thentwo
children, 8 and 6 yearsold, respectively.
A home search of Sabit’s house revealed a proposed complaint for divorce, seeking sole custody of the children.
The home search also showed that Sabit had been living in the basement.
Hayes further testified that the informant said that Sabit had explained that the only reason he was still in the U.S.
was because he had young children here, but that if he did leave, the U.S. “would never get him back.”

Sabit’s “Suspect” Character
After listening to the evidence, the detention hearing judge found that Sabit’s character is “suspect given his past
conduct of leaving his medical license behind in California and not including that history in his curriculum vita in
applying for future medical positions, and his transfer of a significant amount of funds to his wife and children as
the investigations unfolded.”
The judge noted that prosecutors offered proof that Sabit “has transferred significant sums of money to two of his
young children (allegedly around $1,000,000 each), that he claimed to have spent $300,000 on the Kabul hospital
project already, that the government has already frozen $750,000 in one of his bank accounts, and that it has not
been able to identify accounts into which other transfers may have been made.”
The judge ruled that Sabit would remain imprisoned until his trial.
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Supplemental Statement for the Record, Submitted by Kevin Reynolds in Sentencing
Proceedings for Dr. Aria Sabit in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of
Michigan
To the Honorable Judge Paul D. Borman

8/17/15

I (Kevin Reynolds) am the son of victim in 2011 Lillian Kaulback. I’m writing to you about the
Aria Sabit case.
The butcher Sabit operated on my mother in California she died of so many complications from
surgery and the unbearable grief of never walking again at the hands of Sabit. She had to take
25-30 pills a day because of his Greed and infections.
I am one of the few that have had him admit and settle a case of a wrongful death lawsuit against
the evil Aria Sabit. I’ve spoken out against him in the local Ventura County Star, The Wall Street
Journal, The CBS morning news broadcast and also the California Medical Board. In the last
month I’ve spoken to Federal prosecutors representing California and Michigan.
Please, please, on behalf of all the victims in California and Michigan. We beg you to hand down
the maximum sentence against this MONSTER.
There are hundreds of people mutilated, scarred and or DEAD because of Aria Sabit. Please
make sure he receives the maximum prison sentence “YOU” can hand down and that he never
leaves!
On behalf of my mother and the tortured souls.
Thank you for the Justice and your time.
Kevin Reynolds

